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Remember where we started (1)

After evidence emerges that cigarette smuggling into
Canada in 1991-94 was controlled by tobacco companies,
Canadian government sues tobacco companies in US
courts, November 1999
[Eventual guilty pleas in Canadian courts: 2008 and 2010.]
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Remember where we started (2)
Colombian
departments sue
Philip Morris in
US courts for
cigarette
smuggling
system used to
repatriate drug
profits, May 2000
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Remember where we started (3)
EU and Member
States sue two
tobacco
companies in US
courts, alleging
involvement in
smuggling,
November 2000

[Led to EU-PMI
agreement, 2004,
amongst others]
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The FCTC Illicit Trade Protocol
The trigger for negotiating the Protocol (starting in
2008) was a global pattern of bad behaviour by the
tobacco industry:
– To drive down tobacco taxes (Canada, 1994) or prevent
increases;
– To penetrate closed markets (e.g. Vietnam);
– To gain market share from competitors.

The EU was the leading Party in negotiations (in terms
of financing, but also in terms of content).
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But the industry did not stay still
The tobacco industry strategy, since its near-death
experience in the late 1990s/early 2000s:
• Present the controls it was forced to accept (because
of EU, Canadian etc. Investigations) as examples of cooperation and good will.

• Focus enforcement officials attention on the issues of
counterfeit and competition from small players
(“cheap whites”) etc.
• Offer its own counterfeit-control systems as a
complete solution to illicit trade.
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Codentify: tobacco industry self-policing
Central to the tobacco industry strategy is the
promotion of their Codentify system:
• Developed by Philip Morris, later shared with other
multinationals, then transferred to a purportedly
independent company.

• Changing target, but is essentially an alphanumeric
code printed on packs and other packaging at time of
manufacture.
• Codes include encrypted information on production,
projected sales.
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Codentify: good for manufacturers, not for
governments
The Codentify system presents the huge advantage
(for manufacturers) of keeping governments out of
cigarette factories and establishing the industry as
leading “partner” in fight against illicit trade.
But not obvious how to prevent cloning of codes (e.g.
running a “ghost” shift replicating a day’s worth of
codes, selling in some other market).

At least as described publicly to date, system provides
no way to figure out which code is “genuine”, even if
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duplicates are discovered.

Codentify is not consistent with ITP
• Article 8 of ITP requires identification markings on all
cigarette packaging that is:
1. Unique
2. Secure
3. Non-removable.

• For “secure” and “unique” to have meaning, they
must be secure against those with the strongest
incentive to cheat by copying codes: manufacturers
themselves.
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Codentify is not consistent with ITP (2)
The ITP contains express prohibitions on delegating
obligations to manufacturers and working closely with
them:
– National systems must be “controlled by the Party” (Art.
8.2);
– “Obligations assigned to a Party shall not be performed by or
delegated to the tobacco industry” (Art. 8.12);
– Governments shall “interact with the tobacco industry and
those representing the interest of the tobacco industry only
to the extent strictly necessary in the implementation of this
Article” (Art. 8.14);
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Not so in the EU directive...
• EU directive Art. 15.7: Manufacturers provide the equipment to
record transactions.
• EU directive Art. 15.8: Manufacturers and importers sign
contracts to store all the data from transactions.

Contrast with systems in other jurisdictions, where governments
contract with third parties to install stamping machines in
cigarette factories, provide readers and maintain databases.
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A threat to the Protocol...
Tobacco companies will misrepresent the EU system
internationally:
• This already occurred with the EU-PMI agreement of
2004. It was the closely negotiated, out-of-court
settlement of a serious legal case, but the industry
presented it as an example for other countries of
“voluntary” (and mostly non-binding) agreements as a
solution to cigarette smuggling.
• The industry will selectively quote from the directive to
claim Codentify has been accepted by the EU.
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...a threat to EU credibility
Perception is key. If the EU is perceived as having
agreed to an industry-driven tracking-and-tracing
system, it will find it hard to keep the trust of
governments that rely on an independent system.
In ITP implementation negotiations, the EU will be
attacked for violating a basic principle of the ITP (and of
the FCTC).
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So what can be done?
If the Directive itself can’t be adjusted:
1. Ensure that the standards for the “secure feature” and the
“unique identifier” are linked. That is, that cloning or altering a
unique code is as difficult as producing and passing a fake bank
note.

2. Get a third-party review of any vulnerabilities to manipulation
of the system by manufacturers.
3. Discuss the practicalities of information-sharing and
confidentiality with other regions well ahead of the first ITP
Meeting of the Parties.
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